BHARAT COKING COAL LIMITED
WASHERY DIVISION
Saraidhela Dhanbad

Ref.no.WD/Pers-1(3)/09/ 22.5 6
Short quotation/Tender Notice

Date 24.02.09

SL.NO. Name of work Quantity
1. For Room No:1:- Repairing of sofa arms and a) 3 seater-1pc b) single- 2pc
c) Extra foam c) Bed for single-5pc
seater fittings with 4" H.D. foam back & arms with 2" d) 3 seater-4pc
super H.D. foam, fitting, changing of spring(National) b) 2 seater-2pc
e) make with compete greath findings changing of c) single-2pc
damaged wood, polishing with new cloth changing.
a) 3 seater 1pc
2. For Drawing room:- Do b) single-2pc

3. For Room No:2:- compete rep. Of wooden caming type sofa

4. New making of sofa covers:-
   Details of cloth required is as under:-
   a) For R: 1 3 seater 15 mtrs X 01=15 mtrs
      Single 05mtrs X 02=10 mtrs
   b) For D.: For 13 mtrs X 04= 52 mtrs
      2 seater 10mtrs X 02=20 mtrs
      Single 05mtrs X 02=10mtrs
   b) For R: 2:-
      1 seater 10mtrs X 01= 10mtrs
      2 seater 05mtrs X 02=10mtrs

   Total cloth(Appx)required is 127 mtris

5. Stitching charges of all sofa covers

   Eligibility criteria
   1. The internning tenderer must have its name as prim coractor.
   2. The Quotation/Tender is to be submitted from 2.3.09 to 4.03.09 in the office of the Personnel Manager(A) Washery Division Saraidhela Dhanbad.
   3. The last date for submission of quotation/Tender is 04.03.09 upt0 3.00 pm and the same will be opened on the same date at 3.30pm in presence of the intermding tenderers.
   4. The experience if any should be in the name &style in which the quotation is submitted.
   5. The tenderers must have to submit PAN No. & particula of registration with appropriate sales Tax authority.
   6. Conditional quotation/Tender will not be accepted.
   7. The validity of the quotation tender will be 120 days from the date of its opening.
   8. The management reserve the right to accept or reject any tender without assigning any reason what-so-ever.
   9. Submission of quotation is open for all.

C.C.to
1. All area CGM/GM -for display in notice board
2. G.M(System)BCCIL, for logging in our website
3. All notice board.

Distribution:-